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EDITORIAL
Last month I mentioned how much I was looking
forward to visiting with the various members of the
IDC who were attending either the Office Partners
Gathering in the Gulf or ISG’s Industry Week.
Well, I wasn’t disappointed and it was really great
to meet up with so many of you—sometimes for the
first time in the flesh, so to speak. It’s just a shame I
didn’t get a chance to catch up with more of you.
The meetings themselves, although both so
different in so many ways, were both unqualified
successes, I believe. As I have said before, Office
Partners always put on a show that mirrors the
buying group itself—intimate, friendly, welcoming
and a lot of fun—and this year was no different. You
can read about it on page 25.
ISG’s event, again by the very nature of the
group, is a far bigger and grander affair that
managed to hold its own against the grandiose
backdrop of Caesars Palace. Despite all the
inherent distractions of Las Vegas, Industry
Week delivered a full, well-attended program of
educational, informative and entertaining events,
while celebrating those that have had a successful
year as well as those who have dedicated their lives
to our industry. Read more on page 20.
It was also good to meet up at both shows with
some of those among you who have agreed to join
our Advisory Group. I had very fruitful discussions
in both Tampa and Las Vegas, and will be getting
in touch with all of you who have expressed an
interest in the group in the very near future. If
you are a key decision maker in a business that
operates in the IDC and would like to be a part of
the group but have not yet expressed an interest,
you can do so by clicking this link and filling in a
short form. We’d very much welcome your input
and, as I said, I’ll be in touch very soon.
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Tejas Office Products
celebrates 60

In 1962, having graduated from Texas A&M and spent four years
in the US Army, Lupe Fraga met James Kendig, owner of Kendig’s
Office Supply. The two got to know each other and one day, James
asked Lupe if he would like to buy his company.
“Dad was 26 and an extrovert, and had saved a little money,
so he decided he would buy the company,” says Stephen Fraga,
current president of the Houston, Texas-based company that has
since been renamed Tejas Office Products, Inc. “James co-signed
a loan for my father and he took over the company, which consisted
of about $5,000 in inventory, a couple of trucks and five employees,
counting him.”
While Stephen admits his dad knew nothing about office products,
he did know people: “He wasn’t a salesman, but he was a people
person. He would get to talking to people and get to know them. A
reporter once wrote an article about him for a local newspaper and
called him ‘the father of relationship building’; he was practicing
customer relationship management long before it became popular.”
At the time Lupe bought the company, he was dating Irene. After
they married, she took over collections. In 1985, the couple’s eldest
daughter, Michele, joined the company, answering phones. More
than 40 years later, she remains working for the family business and
has done everything from delivery to purchasing to supervising the
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FEATURING AVERY PRODUCTS WITH SURE FEED® TECHNOLOGY
Get more done during the busy holiday season with Avery. We make our products with unique
attributes like Sure Feed, Easy Peel® and TrueBlock® technologies. Not to mention our free
online software for customizing printable labels, cards and more.
Reduce misalignments and paper jams with Sure Feed
Peel and apply labels faster with Easy Peel pop-up edges
Block out dark text, images and barcodes with TrueBlock
Add custom logos, text, images and more online, for free!
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night warehouse crew. In the 1990s,
the couple’s second daughter, Alisa,
also joined the company. Today, she
handles accounts receivables and
other financial duties. Her husband,
Frank Kautzmann, is also a Tejas
account executive.
Meanwhile, Stephen remembers
riding his bike and skateboarding
through the company’s warehouse as
a child and spending summers and
vacations making deliveries and doing
other odd jobs. After graduating from
Texas A&M, he pursued a career in
banking for three years; but he soon
followed in his father’s footsteps and
joined the company full time in 2000.
The company’s biggest break came
from gas and oil. “In 1974, the Shell
Oil Co. moved its headquarters from
New York to Houston,” recalls Stephen.
“Shell was progressive and had a
minority diversity program. Since we
are a minority company, Shell asked if
we wanted to do business. We started
with one location. By the end of the
1970s and early 1980s, we were selling
to all eight locations.”
As more gas and oil companies
moved to Houston, Tejas picked up
more clients. But then came the big
box stores, which prompted a rethink.
“In the 1980s, companies like Office
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Depot, Corporate Express and Office
Max entered the marketplace and
we realized we had too many eggs in
one basket,” explains Stephen. “We
were doing business with Shell and
Southwest Bell, which is now AT&T. We
were comfortable. They were two large
companies, so they created enough
business to keep our employees
in work and busy; but we knew we
needed to diversify.”
So Tejas started selling to finance,
healthcare and other verticals,
including aerospace.
“We sold to the space shuttle
program from when it began in the
1990s until it ended in 2019,” Stephen
says. “The shuttle program needed all
sorts of products, so Lockheed, Boeing
[and Rockwell] merged to form the
United Space Alliance to manage all
the vendors. It also needed supplier
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diversity and office products was
considered an easy way to obtain that.
The astronauts took our products with
them into space.”
Stephen goes on to reflect on the
secrets of the company’s success.
“I’d say the No. 1 reason has been its
leadership,” he suggests “My father and
mother worked hard. Dad was always
there for us when we needed him; but
otherwise, he was working. They had a
strong work ethic and created a culture
of taking care of the client. They set an
example. Our motto is, ‘We make your
business day easier.’ It sounds like a
cliché, but that is what we do.
“A second reason we do well is the
Houston Minority Supplier Development
Council and the National Minority
Supplier Development Council. They
are well-run organizations that really
help minority small companies get
business and contracts. Our minority
certification is very important to us. It
helps us get opportunities we might not
have otherwise.”
While the company has been a family
affair thus far, the future ownership
of the business remains uncertain
going forward. “I’m not sure the third
generation will go into the business
and we’re waiting to see once there
is a full return after COVID-19,” says
Stephen. “In 2023, we’re going to
upgrade our ordering site and continue
to take care of clients. I’m not sure
about the next 60 years. But for now,
we plan to continue doing what we are
doing. If we stock right, take orders
and get the product there on time, our
future looks very bright.”
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This is how work now works
Your customers’ needs have changed – less printing, more digital-and-paper
workflows, more employees working remotely, and new document security
concerns.
Brother printers and all-in-ones are built for how work now works, scalable to the
unique demands of each workgroup. With pre- and post-sales specialists and
some of the industry’s most attractive partner programs, Brother can help you
serve companies more effectively, and more profitably.
Your customers are re-thinking their approach to document technology. Are you?
Learn more about how work now works @ TeamWithBrother.com.

© 2021 Brother International Corporation
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FriendsOffice acquires NOS

FriendsOffice has acquired Lexington, Kentucky-based office products
and furniture supplier National Office Suppliers (NOS). Friends is merging
the newly acquired company with its other recent Kentucky office products
acquisition, Hurst Office Group. The company will operate under one roof
as Hurst/NOS, and NOS former owners Joe Barnette and Pam Roberts will
remain with the newly formed company.
“We will have an updated showroom in the coming weeks and look forward
to welcoming clients that want to see our new facilities,” says Barnette. “We’re
expanding our current product selection as well. FriendsOffice brings custom
printing, promotional and expanded breakroom products to the mix. Our
strengths in office furniture, jan/san and traditional office products will provide
added value to the new company.”

Joe Barnette

Emerald Office Supply lends The
Chris Long Foundation a hand
Emerald Office Supply’s vice
president of sales, Jarett Lyons, and
his son Brandon recently volunteered
at The Legends Tailgate—an
annual fundraising event hosted
by The Chris Long Foundation in
Emerald’s hometown of Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. The two men helped
set up the event, registered guests
and sold merchandise to support the
fundraising efforts.
Chris Long (pictured below, far right)

was an NFL player for the St. Louis
Rams, New England Patriots and
Philadelphia Eagles. His foundation
focuses on meeting two of the most
fundamental needs for underserved
communities: access to clean water
and a good education. Around the
world, more than 785 million people
lack access to basic water services and
more than 884 million people do not
have safe drinking water. In the US, 6.6
million children, from birth through age

eight, are on track for reading failure;
while children comprise 32 percent of
all US citizens living in poverty.
“The day was special for me on
many levels,” enthuses Lyons. “I love
volunteering; I’m a huge football fan;
and I was joined by my son Brandon.
The money raised will go directly
toward helping our underserved
and under-resourced neighbors in
Philadelphia, the United States and
around the world!”

Jarett and Brandon Lyons
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QUICKLY PRINT ID LABELS ONSITE
Improve Workplace Efficiency

CREATE ON DEMAND DURABLE ID LABELS, ASSET TAGS & MORE
Enhance your workplace productivity with Avery Industrial™ products. Our durable labels
and asset tags offer convenience and reliability with unique features like TrueBlock®
technology, Surface Safe® adhesive and our Easy Align™ design. Not to mention the
ability to create and print on demand for accurate inventory management.
Streamline organization with Surface Safe labels that remove easily when needed
Accurately record and monitor equipment with custom asset tags
Cover old labels, barcodes and text with durable ID labels featuring TrueBlock
Create perfectly straight laminated labels with our Easy Align design
Avoid long lead times by printing labels and tags on demand

FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF AVERY INDUSTRIAL ID LABELS,
VISIT WWW.AVERY.COM/INDUSTRIAL
©2022 Avery Products Corporation. All rights reserved. Avery and all other Avery brands, product names and codes are trademarks of CCL
Label, Inc. Personal and company names and other information depicted on samples are fictitious. Any resemblance to actual names and
addresses is purely coincidental.
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Walker’s Office Supplies
raises money for breast
cancer research

The employees of Walker’s Office Supply, Rocklin, California,
wore pink every Friday in October in recognition of Breast Cancer
Awareness Month. But the support didn’t stop there: the company
also donated $1 to breast cancer research for every online order
it received during October.
As of October 28, the company had raised $2,400 to donate to
Placer County Breast Cancer Foundation. “It was my brother and
co-owner Matt’s [Anderson] idea, after his girlfriend was diagnosed
with breast cancer earlier this year,” says Jarrod Anderson,
Walker’s president and co-owner. “There is nothing fun about
cancer or watching someone you love battle cancer; but it is fun
to watch and be a part of a team that can work together to support
those struggling with cancer. So many people give countless hours
volunteering their time to raise money for research; some run in a
5k or wear a pink shirt to bring awareness. Whatever they do, it’s
people working together to help each other. We need more of that,
and we wanted to do something since we are watching a loved one
battle breast cancer.”

TEACHER MUST
HAVES!
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With 75 years experience in the
School, Home and Office
markets,
Charles Leonard, Inc.
has all the Must Haves for a great
School Year!
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STUDENT MUST
HAVES!
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FSIoffice hosts annual customer appreciation consumer show
FSIoffice, Charlotte, North Carolina,
held its annual customer appreciation
consumer show on October 28, 2022. The
event has been a tradition since the late
1970s, with a couple-year hiatus due to
the COVID-19 pandemic. The show was
held at the company’s corporate office in
Charlotte and featured about 30 vendors.
“We were thrilled to be able to host it
again this year, in celebration of our 60th
anniversary,” says FSIoffice president
Beth Freeman. “Customers were able
to see new products and learn more
about solutions and offerings FSI has.
In addition, customers could tour our
furniture showroom, enjoy lunch and win
door prizes. This event is important for us
not only to say thank-you to our customers,
but also to have the opportunity to
educate them on all that FSI has to offer—
especially as the breadth of our offering
continues to expand.”

»

In business, time is money.
That's why you need…

Because the Faster You Get Product In,

The Faster You Get It Out!
It's simple: the faster you can process orders and purchase and
deliver products, the higher your profits. Regardless of whether
you're drop-shipping from a wholesaler or pulling from your
own warehouse, no dealer software makes distribution faster
and easier than SSI Edge.
Streamlining distribution is just the beginning. SSI Edge
reduces costs throughout your business, including your
monthly IT expenses, so it not only speeds up your order
flow but the growth of your bank balance!

www.ssiop.com | 905–939–1080 | sales@ssiop.com
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Office360 donates
$725,296 and counting

Office360, Indianapolis, Indiana, has donated a total of $725,296 to local
charities as of this year through its Partners in Giving program. Through
this program, Office360 donates 5 percent of all participating customers’
purchases to a charity of the customers’ choice. According to the company,
this is “a way to make buying and selling office products more meaningful
than merely restocking the supply cabinet. With the Partners in Giving
program, every office supply purchase from Office360 makes a difference
in our local communities. They fund efficient, effective agency programs
that meet high-priority community needs.”
Participation is open to all new Office360 customers.
“Our Partners in Giving program makes it easy for philanthropic businesses
to donate to their favorite non-profits, with absolutely no increase in their office
products cost,” says Office360 principal Steve Nahmias. “This program
embodies one of the most important reasons we started Office360: to help
communities across the Midwest at the local level.”
NOVEMBER 2022
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1st Source partners
with HP to earn
3-Star recognition
1st Source, Minneapolis, Minnesota, has
partnered with Hewlett Packard (HP) and
earned HP Amplify™ Impact Catalyst
3-Star recognition.
HP Amplify Impact is a partner
assessment, resource and training
program aimed at driving change
across three sustainable impact pillars:
planet, with an emphasis on climate
change; people, with an emphasis
on human rights and social justice;
and community, with an emphasis on
bridging the digital divide. Partners
that pledge to join the program work
with HP to assess their practices while
tapping into the company’s extensive
investments and initiatives.
“Our goal is to work with our partners
to help drive a more circular and
low-carbon economy; cultivate a more
diverse, inclusive and equitable supply
chain; and improve the vitality and
resilience of local communities,” says
Christoph Schell, HP’s chief commercial
officer. “The strength and reach of our
ecosystem are substantial; and by
bringing our partners with us on this
journey, we can work together to create a
more sustainable and just world.”
1st Source achieved 3-Star status in
October and is already looking ahead.
“This is a big deal for us, as we are
deeply committed to building a truly
sustainable business model, both
internally and with our clients,” says
Greg McLeod, 1st Source president
and CEO. “At the end of the day, we can
make a difference even with our humble,
relatively small company. We currently
serve more than 1,500 customers and
have a real opportunity to move the
needle in many organizations. We’re
marching forward now to reach a higher
level of achievement, with the ultimate
goal of achieving 5-Star Catalyst/
Changemaker status.”
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Stand out.

Want your work to get noticed? Print it on one of our three premium papers.
They’re brighter, heavier, and deliver superior image fidelity.
hammermill.com/premium
© 2022 Sylvamo Corporation. All rights reserved. Hammermill is a registered trademark
and Sylvamo and the Sylvamo Logo are trademarks of Sylvamo Corporation.
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Fireside Office Solutions adopts
TR4 Heart & Soul

Employees of Fireside Office Solutions, Bismark, North Dakota, recently donated
$590 and visited TR 4 Heart & Soul’s therapeutic riding center in Bismark.
The therapeutic riding center was this quarter’s recipient of Fireside’s
“Adopt-a-Cause” community program. Its mission is to improve the quality of life of
individuals with disabilities through the hearts and souls of horses.
The center’s therapeutic
riding classes focus on a
broad range and combination
of disabilities along with
other physical and emotional
hardships. While the sessions
fall under the general term
“therapeutic riding,” each
class has specific goals
and measurable objectives,
depending on the physical,
cognitive, social and
horsemanship skills of riders.

Blaisdell’s, Storey Kenworthy and The
Office Shop bag inaugural community
commitment award in Vegas
Many congratulations to Blaisdell’s Business Products of Richmond, California;
Storey Kenworthy of Des Moines, Iowa; and The Office Shop of Brainerd,
Minnesota—the inaugural winners of the new Outstanding Commitment to Your
Community Awards at ISG’s Industry Week in Las Vegas (see page 20).
Regular readers of Winner’s Circle will be familiar with the good work done
by all three dealers, who exemplify one of the IDC’s greatest qualities—the
understanding of how important it is to share its success in business to help
support those in need.
“This award is in recognition of those members of ISG that through, their
giving hands and generous hearts, have truly made a difference in their local
communities,” said Mike Gentile, president and CEO of ISG.
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Strive acquires Pencilman
Office Products

Strive Workplace Solutions of
Portland, Oregon has recently
completed the acquisition of
Pencilman Office Products, of
Nampa, Idaho.
The deal, which came in effect
on November 1, 2022, will see
Pencilman operate as usual until
January 1, 2023 at which time it
will be rebranded as Strive and
be migrated onto Strive’s systems
and e-commerce platform. It will
also then operate from Strive’s
Meridian, Idaho location.
“We feel that the Pencilman
acquisition was a good match
for Strive’s business model and
culture,” says Jeff Lurcook,
president of Strive, “as we value
culture as much as any other
aspect of the businesses we are
looking to acquire.”
Pencilman’s former owners,
Stacie Crust and Jim Jackson, will
remain with Strive.
“Finding a company that
aligned with our philosophy
on how we take care of our
customer’s was the biggest
deciding factor in choosing
to team up with Strive,” says
Stacie Crust. “Going the extra
mile for customers and giving
customers access to reach a
person and not just technology
are things we have always
considered important. We look
forward to working alongside
and becoming a part of the
Strive team.”
PAGE 12
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Learn more about the first and best
pre-inked stamp ever made
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The VersaDater is a pre-inked 8-year dater. When snapped
into the Impression FrameTM it becomes a message dater!
For more information, contact your Xstamper rep
or visit: www.xstamper.net
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McCoy Rockford,
Houston, Texas

HAPPY
HALLOWEEN

The IDC alway
s puts on a gre
at show for Ha
Here are some
lloween!
of the spookie
st supplies aro
und...
BOS - Business Office Systems,
Roselle, Indiana

Corporate Interior Systems, Pho
enix, Arizona

Custer, Grand Rapids, Michigan
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DBI - We Do Office, Lansing, Mic
higan
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Hummel’s Office Plus , Mohawk, New York

One Point, Scranton, Pennsylvania

on
Office Products Nationwide, Portland, Oreg

Guernsey Inc.,
Sterling, Virginia

KDI, Saint Charles, Illinois

EON Office, Denver, Colorado

h Dakota
Fireside Office Solutions Bismarck, Nort
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GOS Greer, South Carolina
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King Business Interiors, Columbus
,

Ohio

Advanced Office &
Janitorial Supplies,
Las Vegas, Nevada

Midwest Single Source , Wichita
, Kansas

Springs, Texas
Latsons.com, Sulphur

le, Texas
Perry Office Plus, Temp

Economy Office Supply, Glenda
le, California

Indiana
Office 360, Indianapolis,

Scott Rice Office Works, Lenexa
, Kansas
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Achieve More

LX S E R I ES
Evolution in Oﬃce Performance

Be your best with next generation, high-quality oﬃce products from the most trusted
brand in business machines, Fellowes. Our designs outperform in the oﬃce with
jam-free shredders to elevate your day, laminators ready to protect your documents
in under 60 seconds, the revolutionary Lyra™ 3-in-1 binding center and our all new
staplers with EasyPress™ Technology and Microban® Protection.
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SECRETS of success
School Tool Box, DeKalb, Illinois
Doug Stice, president and CEO
of School Tool Box, once owned a
traditional office products store—but it
didn’t last for long. “I ended up selling
it after just three years,” he says. “I
was just not as good at selling office
products as other dealers.”
Instead, Doug focused on what he
is great at: selling school supply kits.
The company is so good at this that
it boasts a 93 percent yearly school
retention rate. Moreover, after a record
year in 2019, the company’s sales
dropped by just 10 percent during the
pandemic shutdown.

Starting out

Doug explains how he first got into this
niche: “I owned a fundraising company
that sold things like candy bars and
wrapping paper for schools to raise
money. I had heard about a company
that sold school supply kits and
decided this was something I could
do.” So in 2000, he opened School
Tool Box.
School Tool Box sells kits in two
ways. Ship to Schools allows schools
to provide parents with a complete
list of supplies for each child’s grade.
Parents go online, find their school and
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child’s grade and, with a click or two, a
complete kit of school supplies will be
sent to the school in anticipation of the
first day of term. Ship to Home allows
parents to have supplies sent straight
to their homes, which also allows
them to customize the kits. “Maybe
the parent already has scissors and
doesn’t need another pair,” Doug says.
“It allows them to order only what they
need; and they can add things not on
the list.”
In the last five to seven years, Ship to
Home has really taken off, accounting
for 70 percent of the company’s kits
and the minimal sales lost during the
pandemic shutdown. Kits are filled with
brand-name, quality items and save
parents time and money.

Getting it together

“Some parents love shopping for
school supplies and see this as a time
to make memories,” Doug says. “That’s
wonderful. But it can be stressful for
a lot of parents and children—and
time consuming. Wal-Mart, Target
and Staples don’t get each school’s
list. The chances of one store having
everything the school requires is very
slim, so it usually means driving around
from store to
store.”
Packaging
can be another
issue when
buying school
supplies from
Amazon or big
box stores.
“If the supply
list calls for
two blue
highlighters, in
many cases,
parents have
to buy two
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Headquarters: DeKalb, Illinois
Management: Doug Stice,
president and CEO; Ken Goldberg,
COO; Adam Westphal, CIO
Online sales: 90%-95%
First call wholesaler: SP
Richards, although the company
buys mostly direct
Number of employees: 12 full
time; 25 contracted sales reps
four-packs to get two blue ones,”
explains Doug. “Or if they need a pink
eraser, they have to buy a package
of three. We supply them with exactly
what they need. One pink eraser may
cost 25 cents and the three may cost
50 cents; but if they only need one, it
still costs them more than they need to
spend.”

Doing good

In addition to making school supply
shopping easier, School Tool Box
feeds children. “For every kit we
sell—whether it’s $10 or $110—we
donate a meal for a hungry child
through [the Federal Emergency
Management Agency],” reports Doug.
“We have donated more than 1 million
meals so far.” And since most of the
company’s business is seasonal and
occurs during the summer months,
the company recruits high-school and
college students during the vacation.
“We offer them good pay and full-time
hours that aren’t available to them at
many other businesses,” he continues.

Key success factor

Doug believes his staff are the primary
reason for the company’s success.
“They care,” he says simply, giving
an example. “A woman called and
said she wanted to buy two kits to
help a family that were having a hard
time. The family’s youngest child had
drowned, and she was buying the
supplies for the other two children. Our
employee sent the kits out for free. She
didn’t have to ask. I trust them to do the
right thing. They are great people who
care.”
PAGE 18
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Optimism is the faith that
leads to achievement.
Nothing can be done without
hope and confidence.
HELEN KELLER

Thank you for sharing our
journey to restoring hope.
O U R D E E P E S T T H A N K S TO T H E N AT I O N A L B U S I N E S S P RO D U C T S I N D U S T RY
Thanks to Peter Scala’s outstanding leadership and the generous support of the National Business Products Industry,
a record-breaking $16.3 million was raised for City of Hope. We look forward to another record-breaking year led by our
2023 Spirit of Life® honoree, chairman and CEO of ACCO Brands Corporation, Boris Elisman.

A special appreciation
to Peter Scala

and the Staples team.

16.3 MILLION RAISED!
2023 SPIRIT OF LIFE® HONOREE
BORIS ELISMAN

Chairman and CEO, ACCO Brands Corporation

For more information, visit CityofHope.org/nbpi or contact Matt Dodd at mdodd@coh.org.
NOVEMBER
AUGUST
MAY/JUNE
2021
2021
2022
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If you have news to share - email it to
rowan@IDealerCentral.com

Industry Week shines in Las Vegas
The great and the good of the IDC
gathered under the bright lights of the
Las Vegas strip earlier this month as
Industry Week, powered by ISG took up
residency at Caesars Palace.
This second outing for Industry Week
offered a similar format to last year’s
inaugural event in Orlando, Florida—
with a few tweaks and improvements
here and there.
One key difference was apparent
early on as AOPD members were
invited to join the one-on-one meetings
with vendors that dominated the
first two days of the show, running
throughout the Monday and Tuesday.
There was also a peer exchange
session arranged for Pinnacle and
AOPD members, dedicated group
lunches and a drinks reception which
took place on the Monday evening.
The Pinnacle and AOPD meetings
continued into Wednesday, as the
event widened to include the rest of
the ISG membership. The day kicked

off with an ISG members-only panel
discussion on direct buying, one of the
key themes of the meeting, led by ISG’s
executive vice president of marketing,
Charles Foreman, and its vice president
of merchandising, Jill O’Neill.
That was followed by the start of the
education program, which offered a
selection of 12 seminars on a range
of industry topics hosted by both ISG
staffers and external industry experts,
including Jennifer Stine, president and
founder of Fortune Web Marketing;
Marisa Pensa, president of Methods in
Motion; Gordon Christiansen, president
of international sales, marketing and
e-commerce agency Highlands; and
Ruben Cabrera, director of field sales
enablement at TD Synnex.
The first round of seminars on
Wednesday was followed by a working
lunch that included a fascinating talk by
Simon Drakeford of UK-based software
and services company EO Group,
who spoke about the importance of

Phil Kirschner
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having an integrated e-commerce and
enterprise resource planning strategy
in order to compete effectively with the
likes of Amazon and the big boxes.
Then followed a presentation by City
of Hope’s senior director of corporate
philanthropy, Kevin Courtney, about
the great work done and advances
made by the California-based care
and research center, together with a
personal story from former Essendant
exec Joe Templet. The session
was rounded off by a brief speech
by ACCO Brands executive vice
president Roxanne Bernstein, who
introduced this year’s fundraising
campaign ACCOmplishing Hope,
honoring Boris Elisman, president and
CEO of ACCO Brands.
The general session took place
after lunch and began with a welcome
address by ISG’s president and CEO,
Mike Gentile. This was followed by a
speech by Rik Andersen, vice president
and general manager of the week’s
Premier Sponsor, The HON Company.
The general session’s keynote
address was delivered by Phil
Kirschner, a senior expert at McKinsey
and Company, who spoke about the
workplace of the future and what “office”
spaces might look like going forward
post pandemic. He suggested that
hybrid working is here to stay and that
the places in which it will take place will
be built around the ability to create and
activate a community feeling among
workers. He further posited that those
“places” will include not only traditional
and home offices, but so-called “third
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places” where colleagues will meet
and exchange ideas, such as bars,
conference areas, hotels and even
gyms and leisure centers.
Kirschner’s keynote was followed
by a series of one-on-one interviews
conducted by OPI CEO Steve
Hilleard, again focusing on what
the future workplace might look like.
These featured industry experts from
four distinct sectors of the business
products industry. Jon Adkins, senior
vice president of facilities supplies at

ISSA, addressed the jan/san market;
Ric Andersen from HON once again
took to the stage to talk about furniture;
Philip Drapeau, a senior vice president
and general manager at Keurig Dr
Pepper, spoke on breakroom supplies;
and ACCO’s Roxanne Bernstein
returned to cover the technology sector.
After a short break, chairman of the
ISG board of directors Jordan Kudler
gave his address, once again taking
the opportunity to impress on ISG
members a “buy direct” message.

Next up, OPI director Janet Bell took
to the stage to present the 2022 North
American Office Products Awards (See
page 24).
The general session concluded with
the announcement of the dates for
next year’s Industry Week. This news
was presented in typically flamboyant
fashion by Mike Gentile, who donned a
Mardi Gras jester’s costume to tell the
assembled crowd that Industry Week
2023 would take place in New Orleans
in early October.

Inspiring Organization Since 1949

Check out our
new digital
catalog!

A safe workplace is a productive one!
C-Line has products that promote a safe work environment
and help keep your warehouse or office running smoothly.

Order Today!
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The working day concluded with
another round of seminar sessions,
after which there was a short break
before the evening’s entertainment
commenced. First off was a mixer
event for ISG’s NEXT Young Leaders
group; followed by the official Welcome
Reception, which took place in slightly
lower-than-expected temperatures
around the nonetheless beautiful
Caesars Palace outdoor swimming
pools. The distinct chill in the air did not
stop the assembled guests from warmly
greeting one and other, and having a
great time networking and meeting up
with old friends and colleagues.
Thursday morning started with
the presentation of the inaugural
Outstanding Commitment to Your
Community Awards, presented by ISG
to independent dealer members who
have gone above and beyond in the
charitable work they do in their local
areas. Blaisdell’s Business Products of
Richmond, California; Storey Kenworthy
of Des Moines, Iowa; and The Office
Shop of Brainerd, Minnesota were
recognized for their efforts.
Following the awards ceremony, the
Essendant general session was hosted
by president and CEO Harry Dochelli,
who spoke of the challenges facing
the industry going forward and what
Essendant is doing to help its dealers
in tackling them. After that, the seminar
program resumed for dealers; while
NOVEMBER 2022

vendors and other business partners
attended the general session of their
trade body, the Business Solutions
Association (BSA).
At lunch, IOPFDA executive director
Mike Tucker spoke to the assembled
crowd about the benefits of being a
member of the IDC’s trade association
and there were another two sets
of industry awards. The first saw
the presentation of the previously
announced BSA Awards to Avery’s
Barry Lane and former president and
CEO of Fellowes Inc. Jamie Fellowes
(as reported in the Sept/Oct issue of
INDEPENDENT DEALER).
This was followed by the presentation
of ISG’s own supplier awards, which
saw writing implements maker Uni
win Best New Supplier; TD Synnex
rewarded for Biggest Dollar Growth;

and Fellowes take home Supplier
Partner of the Year.
After lunch, attention moved to the
trade show, which built on the success
of last year’s offering in Florida. There
was a real buzz of excitement on the
show floor. Booths were busy and
orders were written, providing a fitting
end to the working week.
As always, Industry Week ’22
concluded with a party. The famous
OMNIA Nightclub in Caesars Palace
was taken over by ISG and there were
cocktails, dancing and delicious food,
backed by the eclectic tunes of a top
DJ. There were also prizes awarded
for the tradeshow raffles; Jerry Sinclair
of Office Furniture Outlet in San Diego,
California was the lucky winner of the
$2,500 grand prize.
Once the party was over, the
hardcore revellers in attendance were
allowed to re-enter the club and dance
the night away with the general public,
while others retired for the evening or
were free to sample the many other
attractions Vegas has to offer, while
reminiscing over another impressive
Industry Week.
“Industry Week ’22 was a tremendous
success for all who attended,” said
Mike Gentile. “The atmosphere was all
about the spirit of being independent
and genuine entrepreneurship. The
members of ISG are truly resilient
and ISG will continue to strive to be a
progressive force in our industry.”

»
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A series of messages, encouraging new traffic patterns, safety rules, and more…

1955 ♦

◊ Anti-Slip (UL410)

◊ Repositionable

◊ Tear-Resistant

◊ Durable

◊ Reusable

◊ Wipeable

♦ 2020
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NAOPA winners crowned in Las Vegas
The winners of the 2022 North
American Office Products Awards
(NAOPA) were revealed at Industry
Week in Las Vegas last week.
This is the second time the
NAOPA have been hosted by OPI in
association with ISG as part of Industry
Week, where stakeholders from
across the IDC gathered for five days
of meetings, educational seminars,
roundtables, networking and, of
course, the NAOPA (see page 20).
OPI’s Janet Bell presided over
the ceremony, which included six
product-focused categories and
three special awards that recognize
outstanding individuals.
The winners in the product-focused
categories were:
Best Product: Core Business
Products
3M: Scotch Cushion Lock Protective
Wrap
Best Product: Facilities, Breakroom,
Safety & Infection Control
Fellowes Brands: Fellowes AeraMax
Pro AM4 FLEX
Best Product: Furniture & Design
The HON Company: Workwall
Best Product: Technology
Kensington: Universal 3-in-1 Pro Audio
Headset Switch
NOVEMBER 2022

Innovation of the Year
3M: Scotch Cushion Lock Protective
Wrap
People’s Choice
The HON Company: Cofi
The second group of awards
recognized individuals who, in one
way or another, have made—and
continue to make—an outstanding
contribution to the IDC and who are at
varying stages of their careers.
The award for Young Executive of
the Year highlights those who make
an impact early in in their career. It
was won by H.B. Macey IV, president,
Perry Office Plus. H.B. was presented
with the award by his father, Harry
Macey III, from whom he and his wife
Lynnsay purchased the business at the
beginning of this year.
Professional of the Year gives credit to
an individual at the peak of their career:
someone who is doing an outstanding
job for their company but who also has
the ability to influence the future of our
industry. This went to Charlie Kennedy,
CEO of Kennedy Office.
Kennedy is known not just for his
accomplishments at his dealership, but
also for being instrumentally involved in
a wide variety of other industry bodies.
He is currently chairman of the IOPFDA
INDEPENDENT DEALER

board, has served on numerous
committees and is dedicated to the
fortunes of the IDC.
The final award of the session was the
Industry Achievement Award, which
recognizes someone who has made
a truly outstanding contribution to the
business supplies industry over the
course of their career. It was won by
David Guernsey, CEO of Guernsey.
With over 50 years’ experience in the
industry, Guernsey has been a pivotal
figure in the development of the IDC.
He helped unite dealers to compete
against the big box threat in the 1980s;
and was instrumental in the founding or
leading of a number of industry bodies,
including Independent Stationers,
Business Products Group International,
Pinnacle Associates and ISG.
In his acceptance speech, he once
again highlighted the importance of
collaboration in the IDC in the face
of ongoing threats. “Individually we
might be reasonably successful in
our marketplaces, but to confront all
that competition requires more—it
requires all of us working together,” he
enthused. “I want to thank everybody
that was part of the selection committee
for this award; but my closing thought is
that it’s not just any one of us—it’s really
all of us if we are to succeed.”
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Office Partners enjoy Gathering in the Gulf
At the end of October, dealers and vendors who are
members of the Office Partners buying group met once
again at the Airport Marriott in Tampa, Florida for its annual
Gathering in the Gulf.
As always with Office Partners events, dealers were offered
the chance to meet up, experience quality time with suppliers
and enjoy networking opportunities with fellow dealers in a
laid-back, friendly, family-oriented environment.
The turnout was good, with a full complement of vendors
and more dealer members than last year in attendance.
Sunday afternoon saw a meeting about the group’s GSA
contracts, while the evening featured a fantastic opening
night reception in the Marriott’s (formerly revolving) rooftop
restaurant. The show proper started with a Monday morning
meeting for dealers, which kicked off with a welcome speech
from Office Partners group president Matthew Hebert, who
then introduced a number of guest speakers.
First up was Mike Tucker from IOPFDA, who spoke a little
about the trade association and the benefits it offers. He was
followed by two examples of how Office Partners members
can make considerable savings in their businesses: first,
through IOPFDA’s healthcare program; and second, through

SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2022

Mike Rowsey addresses
Office Partners

access to The United Group’s exclusive contract with AT&T
to drastically reduce the price of employees’ mobile phone
plans.
After a short break, industry veteran and CEO/ managing
director of Harbinger National Michael Rowsey spoke on
the current turbulent state of the economy. Despite painting
a somewhat bleak economic picture for the office supplies
industry as a whole, he concluded by suggesting that there
were none better placed to weather the oncoming storm
than independent dealers who are agile, nimble, proactive,
engaged and competitive in the market.
The traditional dealer-manufacturer one-on-one meetings
filled the afternoon and the following morning, and were
punctuated by an entirely pleasant cocktail reception and
dinner on the Monday evening.
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Dealer delivery
solution goes live
The Dealer Delivery Network (DDN)
last-mile delivery solution for the IDC
has gone live.
Last year, large dealer consortium
SCIG announced the creation of an
entity to develop a software platform—
called DDN Hub—aimed at facilitating
last-mile shipments to multilocation
customers outside of a contracting
dealer’s delivery footprint. Following
a testing phase, the initiative has now
moved to actual account onboarding
and order fulfillment.
“The Hub’s software solution is
expected to meaningfully reduce
last-mile delivery cost while also
providing servicing dealers with a
new source of revenue,” said SCIG
spokesperson Dave Guernsey. “Most

importantly, end users will receive the
white glove delivery treatment that
independent dealers are well known
for.”
The DDN Hub was expected to be
released in May, but was delayed
to add accounting and payment
functionalities—such as ACH
electronic payment of fees to servicing
resellers—to the original specifications.
Dealer back-end systems can be fully

integrated with the Hub or, as preferred
by the dealer, used with various levels
of manual processing. A follow-on
version will incorporate additional
features to enable participants to
coordinate on-site servicing dealer
inventory with wholesaler shipments.
First in the queue to onboard major
accounts will be the investors that
underwrote the cost of developing the
Hub software.

WE EXTEND INDEPENDENT
DEALERS’ REACH
“AOPD isn’t just contract access and national
account ability. AOPD makes your business
stronger by having an incredible team behind
it that allows you to grow your business.”
Justin Carpenter
Stationers, Inc / Smith & Butterfield
Huntington, WV
AOPD Member since 1998

Join AOPD’s network of independent dealers where small businesses are superheroes.

®

Visit aopd.com/justin to continue reading why he chose to join AOPD
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AOPD awarded Vizient contract
National sales group AOPD
has been awarded a multi-year
contract for office supplies
by healthcare performance
improvement company Vizient.
Effective November 1, the
deal allows Vizient members
to access the AOPD contract,
offering them enhanced savings
and additional value when
purchasing office products.
Vizient’s diverse membership
and customer base include
academic medical centers,
pediatric facilities, community
hospitals, integrated health
delivery networks and non-acute
healthcare providers.
The contract includes office
supplies such as paper,
computer supplies, toner and
ink; as well as breakroom items,

janitorial products and basic
office furniture.
AOPD Executive Director Mark
Leazer said: “AOPD is extremely
excited to receive a contract
award for the OP category from
Vizient. This is a huge win for [us]
and for the independent dealer
channel.”
He added: “We are eager
to begin working with Vizient
member healthcare organizations
to offer the kind of outstanding
service, pricing and programs
that our network of locally owned,
independent business products
dealers is known for providing.”
With more than $130 billion
in annual purchasing volume,
Vizient is the largest healthcare
group purchasing organization in
the country.

»

Join the Independent Office Products
and Furniture Dealers Association
Representing office products and furniture dealers,
manufacturers, wholesalers, manufacturers representatives,
and associate service providers. We provide the information,
knowledge, and tools that members need to be successful in
today's ever-evolving business environment.

Benefits and Resources
Advocacy

Providing representation in Washington D.C. on tax reform,
healthcare reform, and broadening access to government
contracts through GSA partnerships.

Health insurance

JOIN TODAY

Gain access to affordable and customizable medical insurance
plans that fit your business and employee needs.

Scholarship Program

Awarding scholarships to deserving families of office products
and office furniture dealers.

Contact us at 630-506-6891 or email: info@iopfda.org
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NBPI raises more than $16m for City of Hope
The National Business Products Industry
(NBPI) has raised more than $16 million
in the past year for City of Hope.
A check for $16.3 million was
presented to the cancer research
and care organization at last month’s
NBPI Spirit of Life gala dinner in
Chicago, Illinois. The evening—which
attracted an attendance of around
430—was in honor of Peter Scala,
chief merchandising officer at Staples
Inc., who was the 2022 Spirit of
Life honoree and spearheaded the
fundraising efforts.
Next year’s Spirit of Life honoree is
ACCO Brands CEO Boris Elisman,
who will be leading a campaign called
ACCOmplishing Hope.
Meanwhile, Essendant president
Harry Dochelli has been confirmed
as the City of Hope 2024 Spirit of Life
Honoree.

NBPI at City of Hope is made up of
philanthropic and volunteer leaders
across sectors including office products,
technology, food service, retailers and

more. Since 1983, it has raised almost
$250 million to support research and
patient care for life-threatening diseases
such as cancer and diabetes.

»

ACME LOCK & KEY TORONTO

NOT A SUBSCRIBER?
Sign Up Now
NOT AN ADVERTISER?
Start Next Month
GOT AN ARTICLE IDEA?
We Want To Hear About It.

OFFICE FURNITURE KEYS,
LOCKS & PARTS

Call Rowan
(703) 531-8507
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& WORLDWIDE
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ECI makes senior
appointment

ECI Software Solutions has named an
experienced enterprise software exec
as chief product officer.
Shahin Hatamian has joined the
company from Mitchell International—a
cloud solutions provider to the
insurance industry—where he spent
the past 12 years, most recently as SVP
of product management and strategy.
Before that, Hatamian worked for
Toshiba America Information Systems,
where he was responsible for product
strategy and implementation of voice
communication, call center and mobility
solutions.
In his new role, Hatamian “will
guide ECI’s product vision and be
responsible for translating that vision
into a strategy roadmap, overseeing
the creation and execution of all
product-related activities.”

Xerox
names COO

The expansion of ECI’s leadership
team to include Hatamian as chief
product officer follows the recent
addition of Chip Coyle as chief
marketing officer and comes on the
heels of several acquisitions, including
that of ES Tech last month.

Highlands raises $25,524 for City of Hope
Earlier this year the Highlands team,
together with friends, family and clients,
took part in the company’s Move for
Hope initiative across the US, Europe
and Asia. In so doing, they broke
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their previous fundraising record and
achieved their goal of raising $25,000
for City of Hope.
“I’m extremely proud—not just
for the money raised for a worthy
organization, but for the total time and
effort put in by this incredible group
of people,” said Gordon Christiansen,
partner at Highlands. “They came
together as a team, sharing their
training routines on chat, connecting
on video calls and developing
camaraderie through wellness.”
“Seeing everyone at Highlands come
together and embrace this challenge
was incredibly inspiring,” said Liz
Bateman, creative director. “Not only
do we get to support a top cancer
treatment and research center, but we
got to see the tremendous teamwork
that exists within the Highlands culture,
as well as the incredible generosity of
our corporate sponsors”
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Xerox has appointed a new COO
following Steve Bandrowczak’s
promotion to CEO earlier this year.
Joining the tech firm in the role
is John Bruno, who most recently
spent seven years at insurance
brokerage Aon, serving as COO
and CEO of its data and analytics
services division. He has also held
senior positions at NCR, UPS,
Cisco, Merrill Lynch and Goldman
Sachs.
Xerox said Bruno will partner
closely with the CEO and
leadership team to shape the
OEM’s global strategy and will
be accountable for operating
model advancements to improve
company performance. He will also
oversee global offerings, service
delivery, marketing, manufacturing,
supply chain, procurement,
information technology and Xerox’s
IT services business unit.
Bandrowczak, who was named
CEO following the sudden death
of John Visentin, said Bruno’s
experience was “applicable to the
direction we’re taking Xerox.”

»
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New brand identity for Smead
Iconic filing and organization products
brand Smead has unveiled a new visual
identity and website, plus a refreshed
positioning.
The firm said its new brand identity is
rooted in Smead’s three key drivers—
heritage, innovation and people, with
the new logo and tagline, “est. 1906,”
aimed at highlighting its legacy. The
changes also include a new website

Envoy Solutions
expands service and
repair capabilities

US jan/san distributor Envoy Solutions has
made two acquisitions this month.
The company has purchased “certain
assets” of Surtec, a California-based
chemicals manufacturer and cleaning
equipment service and repair provider.
Envoy said timely service and repairs are
a core part of its “differentiated business
model.”
In addition to Surtec’s service
proposition, Envoy has become the
exclusive distributor of its chemicals
across the country.
In addition, Envoy Solutions
has acquired United Packaging,
headquartered in Bristol, Pennsylvania.
Envoy said this transaction will enhance
its packaging capabilities—one of its core
business units—in an area of the country
where it already has a strong presence.
United Packaging was founded in 1992
and is headed by CEO Jeff Seidel.
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which promises “an immersive
shopping experience.”
“With our new rebrand and the
creation of a refreshed identity, Smead
is prepared to take on the next century
and continue our focus as a global
leader in home and office products
with strategic initiatives, product
expansion and continued growth,”
said CEO Casey Avent.

SSI adds staff to support growing user base
Systems Solutions Limited (SSI) has announced the addition of two new
members of staff.
The company hopes the new additions will allow it to speed up the
development of new software features and provide additional technical
support to the company’s expanding customer base.
Rowen Alfonso, who has experience with a wide array of programming
languages and operating systems, will be tasked with helping to develop new
features for SSI Web, the company’s web storefront. He will also help provide
technical support to dealers using SSI Web as their e-commerce platform.
Meanwhile, Sara Densmore will join SSI’s support staff, providing
technical assistance to the company’s customers. She has extensive
experience in customer service and in both operating and supporting order
management software

INDEPENDENT DEALER
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THE ESSENTIAL

PREMIUM

BALL POINT
Acroball Pro

Acroball Colors

Acroball PureWhite

The incredibly smooth writing Acroball by Pilot offers
a premium writing experience featuring Pilot’s vivid,
smear-resistant Advanced Ink. The elegant and
professional design with three unique styles makes
Proven to Perform Under Almost
any Temperature Conditions
even extremes of -36°F to 136°F.
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Acroball a standout choice for businesses and an
unstoppable solution for driving sales growth.
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Polls, pundits and
politics: the 2022
mid-terms are over!
By: Paul A. Miller, IOPFDA legislative counsel

As I begin writing this, it is November 9 and people
got out of bed this morning and found that the world
hadn’t come to an end. We can all breathe a deep
sigh of relief. Some may be giddy because it looks
like the Republicans will take control of the House,
albeit by a much smaller majority than they hoped.
Some might be giddy because the Democrats
held ground and there was no sign of the red wave
some had predicted. But what I think we can all be
excited about is that we will not have our mailboxes
stuffed with political mailers or the television
airwaves hitting us in the face with negative attack
ads—at least until the 2023 election cycle starts.
One of the biggest questions I have about this
election is: how in the world do we go forward and
trust any kind of election polling? The so-called
“experts” got it wrong again—and got it wrong in a
big way. I guess being a political pollster today is
like being a weatherman (or woman). Seems like
the weatherman (or woman) on the nightly news
don’t hit the mark all that often either. Close a lot of
times, but not on the mark. That is exactly how you
have to look at pollsters today. They aren’t even
getting close to being right. Not getting it right is
part of the reason there is so much anxiety about
the elections. People build up their hopes only to be
let down on election night. Similar to your favorite
football team falling inches short of the goal line in
the Superbowl as the clock runs out.
For Republicans, the blame game has already
started. This was supposed to be an election where
they ran the tables. Six months ago, Republicans
were already making plans for their agenda in the
new Congress. Republicans started their backroom
deal making for support to be the next speaker,
majority leader, majority whip and policy committee
chair. Fast forward to last night and a lot of air was
let out of those dreams of a 30-plus seat majority
in 2023. We won’t know the final totals for several
weeks; but today—the day after the election—the
Republicans have captured the House by a slim
margin. I suspect they will get a few more in the
“win” column before the week’s out, but it won’t be
by a margin that gives them the mandate we always
hear about after the winning side takes control. That
NOVEMBER 2022
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has to be alarming for Republicans, especially in a year
when everything seemed to line up for them.
Two months ago, it seemed like a foregone conclusion
that Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy (R-CA) would finally
get his shot at being speaker of the House after two
other failed bids. Fast forward to today and McCarthy
becoming speaker is in jeopardy. Why? Well, when
you lose, someone has to get the blame. In this case,
one of those is McCarthy. The Freedom Caucus, which
represents the right wing of the party, came out two days
after the election and suggested McCarthy might not be
the right person to lead the party in the new Congress.
This is code for, “Give us what we want or we make life
difficult.” Freedom Caucus want to regain their power
after losing it when former Rep. Mark Meadows (R-NC)
served out his term as their leader and moved to become
chief of staff to former President Donald Trump.
This in-fighting poses major problems for Republicans
in the new Congress. They will be saddled with a
razor-thin majority. They will have a reinvigorated
Freedom Caucus with the likes of Marjorie Taylor
Greene (R-GA). And a growing number on the right
want to immediately start investigations of the Biden
administration. They are even using the dreaded “I” word.
Impeachment talk would stall any attempts to move any
legislation in the new Congress and dash Republican
hopes of success in 2023 and beyond.
The Senate was always going to be a coin flip and it
turned out to be just that. With all but Georgia settled, we
are set to see a possible 50-50 split again. After hundreds
of millions of dollars spent on this year’s mid-terms, voters
were left back where they started: divided government.
Divided both in that each party will now control a chamber
and in the political sense.
Republicans had to be giddy about high gas prices;
supply chain challenges; the president’s low poll
numbers and recent gaffes; the highest inflation in
decades; and skyrocketing food prices. Republicans had
the dream playbook to run on, but it simply didn’t have the
impact they believed it would. They dismissed the other
factors Washington misses each cycle, regardless of who
wins and loses: Washington fails to listen to voters.
This cycle came down to economics, social issues and
candidates.
Economics
For the past two years, Republicans have had the benefit
of the lingering hangover of a global pandemic. They
had the benefits of pinning trillions in COVID-19 relief
spending on Democrats. They had the luxury of blaming
Democrats for shutting down schools and the economy.
NOVEMBER 2022

They had the benefit of skyrocketing gas prices.
They enjoyed the president’s low poll numbers and
continuous gaffes—for example, telling the American
people he had passed his tuition relief package through
Congress garnered a few Pinocchios on the truth
scale. They also benefited from the highest inflation in
decades; but they still weren’t able to get the American
people to believe in them enough to throw the other
side out. Maybe if the election was next January, when
unemployment is expected to rise, they might have
had a shot at selling the country on the need for major
changes. High unemployment might just have trumped
the social issues.
Social issues
This election cycle came down to the repeal of Roe v.
Wade in Summer 2022. This reversal has been a hot
topic of debate for months. It’s a core issue to the hard
left and right of each party. Democrats saw an opening
and spent millions on painting every Republican as
anti-choice. It was hard for moderates to overcome
this and sell themselves as anything else. Once the
Supreme Court ruling went out, it was open season
on all Republicans, whether they were pro-life or
pro-choice.
Reversing Roe v. Wade has long been a staple of
Republican platforms. This again shows the divide
within the party. The moderate wing of the party were
content to leave this issue alone, while the right of the
party made repeal a major part of their annual platform.
With the change in the Supreme Court, repeal was just
a matter of time. Some got what they wanted; but in
doing so, the party also lost moderate members who
can and have continuously won competitive districts.
Republicans miscalculated this issue in 2022. They
knew they would lose votes, but yesterday proved
abortion was a bigger issue than they thought for
Independents and some Republicans.
Candidates
Both sides continue to get this wrong. Both sides
continue to move further and further right and left. This
election was another example of that. Just look at the
candidates nominated in states and districts: some will
have you scratching your head.
Let’s look at Pennsylvania, for example, where
Lieutenant Governor John Fetterman took on Trump
acolyte Dr. Oz. On the Democratic side, you had
Fetterman, who suffered a stroke during the campaign
and spent most of the time on the sidelines during the
general election. On the Republican side, you had Dr.
Oz talking in Trump terms, which is not proving popular
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with a growing number of people within
the party.
Exit polls showed voters were
concerned about Fetterman’s health.
Polling also showed people were
concerned about Oz’s far-right views.
However, neither of these was the
tipping point and why Fetterman
outlasted Oz. Rather, the big issue
in Pennsylvania was residency:
Fetterman has long been a resident
of Pennsylvania, while Oz only moved
into the state in 2020 to run for the
Senate seat. Exit polls showed voters
trusted Fetterman because he knew
Pennsylvania, while Oz was only
renting the state to win an election.
Then there’s Georgia, which has
become the perennial make-or-break
state for party control—and which
will play that role again this year.
The Warnock-Walker Senate race
is officially headed for a run-off,
with neither candidate garnering
50 percent plus one vote. Brace
yourselves for a repeat of the 2020
Georgia run-off, which meant millions
more being spent nationally. That
means more mailings and outrageous
attacks from the candidates and
outside interest groups. Hopefully we
can then finally put Georgia to rest and
move on with the people’s business.
Control could very well come down to
Georgia again.
OUTLOOK
Regardless of the final numbers,
nothing changes for our agenda. We
have friends on both sides of the aisle
and have an opportunity to use both
sides to push different issues. Neither
side is perfect and nor is our path to
success in 2023. But never fear: we do
have potential paths to success and
we are already working on strategies
that will put us in the best position.
We are ready to tackle the new
Congress! The faces change, but the
process does not; and for IOPFDA,
we have already been laying the
groundwork for our 2023 battles.
NOVEMBER 2022

Does your brand
name really matter?
By: Mike Tucker, executive director, IOPFDA

If you’re a major corporation like 3M, IBM, HP or GoJo, it’s pretty obvious
that your brand name matters a lot. These corporations spend millions of
dollars creating, promoting and protecting their brands.
Our industry association, IOPFDA, is a brand—sadly, one that’s not very
well known and difficult to pronounce. The Independent Office Products and
Furniture Dealers Association is the result of the merger between NOPA, the
National Office Products Association, and OFDA, the Office Furniture Dealers
Association. Most of our current members still think of us as NOPA and have
been members for years but weren’t aware of the rebrand.
IOPFDA traces its roots back to 1904 and continues to offer programs
and benefits not available from the buying groups, wholesalers or
manufacturers, such as:
Health Insurance		
Technology Committee
Government Advocacy		
Furniture Committee
Scholarships			Financial Benchmarking
We are the impartial voice of the independent dealer/distributor community.
In June 2020, IOPFDA became a division of ISSA, the Worldwide
Cleaning Association. This partnership allows office products and furniture
dealers access to the member benefits of ISSA at no additional cost.
IOPFDA has 550 members, maintains a separate board of directors and
budget, and remains 100 percent focused on serving the IDC.

But what about the name?

Our board—as well as any stranger, you might ask—all agree: the name
needs to change!
During our recent board meeting in Tampa, Florida, the board voted
unanimously to make the change. The choice of names was narrowed
down to two. I’m not prepared to make an announcement at this point, but I
can assure you our staff are on it and we will have a new name for 2023.
I know this may be bittersweet to those of you who have struggled for a
couple of years and finally learned to pronounce “IOPFDA” quickly and
correctly. However, trust me: it’s the right decision. Stay tuned for a big
announcement in the next edition of INDEPENDENT DEALER!
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Printy

The stamp consumers know and trust
for quality and sustainability.
HIGH-END DESIGN
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ORDERS.US@TRODAT.NET • TRODATUSA.COM
For inquiries about our OP Software Integration please contact Chris.Boyle@trodat.net
And be sure to mention you saw our Independent Dealer ad when inquiring!
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While sales of PPE helped many dealers survive the pandemic,
safety has long been a worthwhile category. As Lisa Veeck
discovers, in a world that is more health conscious than in
pre-COVID-19 times, now is a great time to consider its potential.
By Lisa Veeck
NOVEMBER 2022
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“Better safe than sorry” is a familiar
cliché; but for a growing number of
independent office supply dealers,
“better safety than sorry” would be
more apt.
During the COVID-19 pandemic,
sales of safety equipment—
specifically, personal protection
equipment (PPE)—kept many
dealers afloat.
“Safety supplies wasn’t a new
category for us; but PPE—like masks,
gloves, disinfectant, surfactant and
wipes—really helped us during the
pandemic,” says Greg McLeod, CEO
and president of 1st Source Business
Supplies, Minneapolis, Minnesota,
expressing the sentiment of many,
if not most, independent dealers.
“Those products saved us: they
helped us compensate for the drop in
sales in our regular office products,
breakroom and furniture.”
For 1st Source, there’s more to
safety than just PPE, however.
Pre-pandemic, the company was
selling other safety items, such as
eye and ear protection and smocks.
“We started selling safety because
we were seeing a steady decline
in traditional office products and
were looking for a new category,”
McLeod explains.” But the decision
was more market driven, prompted
by customers rather than some
grand vision. Some customers were
unhappy with their current safety
supplier and saw how we got them
their office products and janitorial
supplies and asked if we could help
with their safety supplies. So, when
the pandemic hit, we had some
connections. It was still tough to find
sources and get the PPE shipped,
and we still had to find new sources;
but it helped that this was not a new
category for us.”
Safety was likewise an existing
category pre-pandemic for Office
360, Indianapolis, Indiana, but it
really took off as the virus took hold.
“Before COVID-19, we sold gloves,
NOVEMBER 2022

but it had been at the back of our
minds that we should focus more on
safety for growth,” says director of
branch operations Rayce Nahmias.
“During COVID-19, it was like the
wild, wild West: every day was a new
adventure. We went from selling no
masks to a huge increase in sales;
the same was true for hand sanitizer
and disinfectant. It was an acrobatic
event to get your hands on these
items. Our purchasing department
did a great job getting product and
avoiding scams. We’d get emails
saying, ‘So and so—insert country—
has access to 1 million masks. Send
money upfront.’ We got good at
knowing if it looked too good to be
true, it was too good to be true, so we
didn’t get burned; but I am sure some
dealers did.”

A safe twist

Certain Supply, Irvine, California,
had never sold safety products
pre-pandemic—in fact, it didn’t

even exist. It was founded during
COVID-19 to help fill the PPE void.
“Founder Dave Aquino was COO of
Shark Ninja and had left to explore
other options,” explains Mary Tucker,
Certain Supply’s chief revenue
officer. “Dave is a supply chain
expert who was concerned when
people couldn’t get the basic safety
supplies they needed. He grew more
alarmed when he heard of nurses
in California wearing trash bags
because they couldn’t get isolation
gowns. He saw the supply chain was
broken and knew he could get these
items. So he opened Certain Supply
and contacted his friends worldwide,
who started shipping the PPE.”
Certain Supply sells to dealers
only. “We work with independent
dealers,” continues Tucker. “Our
largest customer block is comprised
of ISG’s members. We formed a
partnership with ISG. The partnership
has been a blessing for us, as it
helped us form relationships quickly

»
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with its members. We drop ship and
blind ship to the dealers’ customers.
An ISG member will call us and say,
‘We need a pallet shipped to XYZ
company, but we’d like the customer
to think it’s coming from us.’ That’s
what we will do. We don’t sell direct;
we are not interested in competing
with dealers for their customers.
We only want to sell to dealers.”
Certain Supply made such a good
impression on ISG members that it
was named ISG 2020-21 Supplier of
the Year.
But just because demand for PPE
has now begun to drop off doesn’t
mean Certain Supply is closing its
doors—far from it. “We are pivoting
as customer demand for PPE wanes
because there is still great demand
for safety items,” Tucker says.
“We sell COVID-19 test kits. There
continues to be a surge in COVID-19.
Although the symptoms are milder,
people still don’t want to be taking it to
school or work. We also sell backup
NOVEMBER 2022

power supplies that hold enough
power to start a car and are compact
enough to hold in your hand. You
can even take one to the airport. It
has several USB ports and a 110-volt
outlet. If you are caught in a storm,
you can charge a phone with it; it
has enough power at home to keep a
refrigerator running for a few hours.”

Beyond PPE

Dealers agree that sales of
pandemic-related safety supplies
have dropped significantly. Yet,
like Tucker, most dealers view
safety as a category of continued
opportunity—especially because
what it encompasses seems limitless.
“I tried to figure out what exactly our
sales in safety are and it was difficult
because what constitutes safety—
especially since COVID-19—is a
blurry line,” says Nahmias. “There’s
PPE that was needed during the
pandemic: gloves, masks. Traditional
products include bloodborne
INDEPENDENT DEALER

pathogen and eye washes, fire
extinguishers, harnesses and knee
pads. Then there are air care and
floor mats—which are also really
about safety because they protect
customers and employees from
slipping and falling.”
While the products may differ,
Nahmias believes there is a
commonality among those who buy
safety supplies. “Safety people have
different things they care about,” he
suggests. “They don’t care as much
about price. They want something
that works, that fixes a problem. They
want to make sure their employees
are happy. They are willing to pay
more for knee pads that won’t need
to be replaced in three weeks.
They want a comfortable, quality
harness. They want to take care of
their workers—and for good reason.
Someone could get hurt. Also, the
employees who use safety items
are often the more highly trained
workers. Employers want to keep
them, especially in today’s market.
High-quality safety equipment is
another way to show employees
you care versus trying to save the
company a few pennies. And if
someone slips and falls because
there aren’t good wet floor signs,
they could get hurt and be out of
work—and the company could face a
potential lawsuit.”
Another plus to selling safety is
while Amazon has a presence in
the category, overall, the dealers
aren’t worried, seeing it as more of a
B2C safety seller than B2B. McLeod
went so far as to say: “Smaller safety
orders, like a box of ear plugs, people
may buy from Amazon. But with the
larger customers we focus on, its
name never comes up.”
According to Nahmias, Office 360
sales reps have embraced selling
safety items and the whole company
is helping spread the word: “Our
sales reps don’t always have time
to talk safety with each customer,
PAGE 38
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but they reference it; and I am the
product category manager, so I can
answer questions. If customers have
questions or want us to, we will go
to their site and do a safety survey.
They also can come to our showroom,
where we have a whole section on
safety—whichever works for them.
Our marketing department has also
gotten more involved. We have a blog
and have had articles like ‘Five Best
Safety Practices.’ In October, OSHA
issued new requirements on what
needs to be in first aid kits, and we
had a blog on that.”

Fits like a glove

Most dealers say their biggest
customer verticals are manufacturing
and industrial, although some are
looking into other potential segments
like healthcare.
And product-wise? “Gloves are
the single biggest seller,” reports
McLeod. “We sell a lot of nitrile
gloves, a lot of latex and some vinyl;
but overall, I’d say the breakdown
is 80 percent nitrile and 20 percent
latex. We also sell some leather
and work-type gloves. Our biggest
customers are heavy and light
manufacturing and food service. One
of our accounts is North America’s
largest vegetable food processing
plant. To give you an idea of the
size, they have a 1 million square
foot refrigerated warehouse—the
largest refrigerator in North America.
The plant workers use a massive
amount of different-colored gloves in
all sizes—a different color for each
food in case people are allergic to
certain ingredients, for example.
And the plant operates 24/7. It would
be catastrophic if they ran out of
gloves, since the FDA won’t let them
operate without them. The business
would be shut down. We created a
vendor-managed inventory program
for them. We drop ship pallets of
gloves with 4,000 to 6,000 gloves at
a time straight from the supplier and
NOVEMBER 2022

never have to touch them. For a small
company like us, it’s golden.”
Gloves come in exam grade and
industrial grade. Interestingly, most
companies opt for exam grade even
if they don’t need the higher quality
and even though it costs more.
McLeod explains why: “Most food
processors and others buy exam
grade, erring on the side of caution.
During the pandemic, manufacturers
virtually stopped making industrial
gloves, knowing what was selling.
If there is another pandemic, most
manufacturers and food plants won’t
want to risk running out or having to
switch to find exam-grade gloves.”

A safe start

For dealers considering entering
the safety market, McLeod offers
some advice: “First, reach out to
different contacts within your existing
customer base because different
people are making the decisions than
those who buy the office products or
furniture. Go beyond the front desk.

The people purchasing safety items
are mission critical and familiar with
the EPA or FDA requirements. They
will have titles like general manager,
plant manager or maintenance
supervisor. Then establish a
relationship with a good supplier.
It’s taken us a few years to learn the
category and find the best suppliers
and pricing. But it’s been very good
for us. And there’s a lot of money to
be made in it.”
Nahmias believes dealers that
aren’t selling safety are missing out.
So what first steps should they take to
enter the market? “The same way you
get into any category,” he says: “Ask
where they are buying their safety
supplies and what they are buying. If
your contact doesn’t know, they will
know who does. When you find the
right person, ask questions. ‘What
kind of gloves are you using? Do you
work with hot stuff? If not, you are
spending more money than you need
to by buying heat-resistant ones.’
Safety is not crazy complex. You don’t

»
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need to read manuals. Rely on your
wholesalers—they can provide a lot of
information and are a lot of help.”
Nahmias even suggests exactly
where newbie safety sellers should
start: “First aid is a great way to enter
the market. All customers you talk to
must have a first-aid kit because it’s
the law. Some will go to Costco or
Sam’s Club and pick it up; but I will
ask, ‘Do you know it is a requirement
to have certain things in the kit?’ To
which they answer, ‘No, not really.’
I’ll ask, ‘Did you know you can get a
hefty fine from OSHA if you don’t have
the required items?’ Again, they’ll
say, ‘No’—so I offer to show them.
We carry the First Aid Only smart
compliance kit. It contains everything
required, with room to add things.
The supplies come in one box, with
a card for each section that shows
when half of that item has been
used and it’s time to reorder. In big
companies, we collect the cards from
each department and they receive
the supplies the next day. It is much
less work than having Cintas come
out and charge X dollars; and they
always have what they need by law.”
Tucker believes safety offers dealers
a chance to broaden and deepen
their customer bases. “There’s a good
opportunity to look for organizations
in the community that are interested
in safety,” she says. “It enables you
to get a foot in the door with new
customers and start conversations
with existing customers.”

Lisa Veeck is associate editor of
INDEPENDENT DEALER and
owner of Clean Communications, a
full-service content-generating firm
specializing in office products, cleaning
and maintenance, and healthcare
industries. She can be reached at
lisa@cleancommunications.biz or
773-484-7412.
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A SAFETY VIEWPOINT
Frank Hoard, ISG facility supplies channel director

I think the IDC must think about
safety differently than they do
now. It’s not enough to offer more
products or want to sell certain
items like hardhats and fall
protection, because frankly, how
many of their current customers buy
those items?
Selling safety requires
broadening a dealer’s customer
base by acquiring new customers
and delving deeper into existing
ones. Moreover, safety doesn’t end
at the construction site. Dealers must rethink their idea of what safety entails
and where. Locations that require safety—such as restaurants and their
kitchens, service jobs, warehouse floors—must be on a dealer’s radar to
successfully venture into the sector.
Safety is an investment category for most dealers, requiring acquisition(s)
or the hiring or the ability to subsidize the category for a minimum of two
years if hiring a safety specialist.
Additionally, there must be someone at the dealer tasked with developing
and driving the safety sales message. This requires someone who is:
•
•
•
•

focused on the category;
knowledgeable of OSHA regulations and related fines;
aware of the types of buyer and sales cycles;
capable of directing the procurement department to the proper vendors;
and
• acutely aware of the range of opportunities available in the area of safety.
In reality, many decision makers buying safety equipment and products
do this from a catalog or a website and rarely engage with a real person.
Rarely do they look toward their office products or janitorial supplier.
Typically, the reason for this is a dealer’s lack of account penetration and/or
failure to ask questions to get in front of the safety decision makers.
The funny thing about safety is that the fines are steep, so few commercial
buyers shop around. They buy what they need and move on with their day.
There are several explanations for this: for example, many orders come via
purchasing card that allows them to be procured without using a traditional
purchasing process, so the purchasing department buys from the decision
maker’s preferred source. The trick is to become known to those buying
safety; offer excellent service and competitive pricing; and—as is always
the case—build a relationship with the safety decision makers. When you
get to the decision makers and establish a relationship, safety can be
largely transactional.
ISG has several safety and first-aid buy-direct suppliers. The safety
category has been frequently mentioned as an area of expansion for many
of our new ISG members that traditionally have been janitorial suppliers.
INDEPENDENT DEALER
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ZEBRA PEN CORP.

For 125 years, the Ishikawa family
has owned Zebra Pen Corporation,
a Japanese company that makes
handheld writing implements. In 1982,
the company expanded, opening
a US headquarters in Edison, New
Jersey. Today, the US subsidiary
is the company’s largest globally,
boasting annual sales of between $50
million and $100 million and outdoing
its siblings in Canada, Mexico, the UK
and Asia. Zebra writing implements
are found in every mass market,
from Michael’s to dollar stores to
wholesalers and independent dealers.
In a world seemingly fixated on
technology—to the point that many
schools nationwide no longer bother
to teach cursive writing—how can a
company that sells only mechanical
pencils, markers and pens survive
and thrive?
In a word: marketing. In more
words: Zebra figures out the best
way to promote its products in an
ever-changing consumer landscape.
The good news for independent
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dealers is the company is happy to
share its marketing expertise—all
dealers have to do is ask.
Independent help
“We provide competitive pricing and
promotions specifically geared toward
independent dealers,” says Ken
Newman, Zebra’s marketing director.
“But we do more than that. We listen
and understand what dealers want to
accomplish, then help them do it. The
market is much more digital today and
how you sell pens—or any other office
product—has changed drastically.
So, we provide dealers with support.
For example, one of the biggest
areas dealers have said they need
help with is content for their websites.
So, we provide them with content:
product descriptions, imagery,
videos, web banners and more. We
also help them identify markets, to
help them understand who uses our
products and why. For example, the
medical profession—nurses, doctors
and dentists—use our implements
INDEPENDENT DEALER

made of steel because they are
easy to sterilize. Food and beverage
manufacturers use metal implements
that can be detected by a metal
detector in case one accidentally
falls into a product to find it and
avoid a recall. We attend tradeshows
and watch for consumer trends. We
identify markets and how our products
are used. Then we generate sales
sheets and brochures explaining the
selling pluses, so dealers know how to
discuss our product in these markets.”
And sometimes the trends Zebra
discovers are big enough to change
the company’s own focus.
From Zen to inspiration
“Before the COVID-19 pandemic, we
had started to put our targeted buyers
into two groups: our core consumers,
who use our product for utilitarian
purposes; and creative users, who
use pens and markers for creative
expression,” recalls Newman. “Those
users create elaborate sketches with
ballpoint pens and use highlighters
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to add color to their planners and
creative bullet journals. They are
artistic, using color to express
themselves. Even people’s signatures
are personal expressions, as is their
writing instrument. Many view a certain
pen as an accessory. They consider
it a reflection of them as a person—an
expression of their style.”
According to Newman, this trend
was enough to convince the company
to rethink its marketing strategy. He
explains its tagline eight years ago
was “Find Zen in Your Pen, the Path
to Enlightened Writing.” While this
line remains on Zebra’s website,
“The Path to Self-Expression Starts
Here” now dominates the homepage;
while suggestions such as “Find Your
Inspiration” and “Make Your Point” are
sprinkled throughout the site.
Points of difference
Newman has some sage advice

for independent dealers looking to
sell more Zebra pens or products
in general. “Find different ways to
connect,” he suggests. “Many dealers
have adapted to be web based, but
their websites need to engage the
consumer. Also, they need to figure
out how they will compete with the big
boxes. It will never be on price. The
question is: what can the independent
dealer offer consumers that they
can’t get anywhere else? Maybe it’s a
different assortment, a unique loyalty
program or a chance to sample a
product before they buy. Dealers
need to ask themselves what their
point of differentiation is. I liken it to
a friend who has a small shoe shop.
I ask him how he can compete with
Dick’s Sporting Goods, Payless and
Footlocker. He tells me, ‘I don’t offer
the same product. I offer shoe fitting,
easy returns and custom orders. I
support the local community and

give them a personal experience.’
That’s what it comes down to: the
experience. Independent dealers
need to ask what experience they are
giving customers.”
According to Newman, dealers
should also communicate with their
customers. “Maybe it’s a quarterly
email or one based on how often they
order,” he suggests. “SMS texting
is becoming big. Maybe it’s a text
saying, ‘I know you are busy, so I will
remember what you ordered and
remind you when you need to reorder.’
It comes down to the same as Zebra
does for dealers that need content: we
help them with content to help make
their life easier. Dealers need to do the
same. They need to ask what they can
offer to make their customers’ lives
easier. Finding ways to differentiate
yourself is hard, but your suppliers
can help. Don’t be afraid to ask and to
have those strategic discussions.”

INSIDE SALES HAS EVOLVED. WHAT ARE YOU DOING TO KEEP UP?
Our updated Inside Sales Program will give the tools, tips, and hands-on coaching to
implement the power of both the phone and video throughout your inside sales process.
Marisa@methodsnmotion.com
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SANTAYANA
AND SANITIZER;
By Tom Buxton

OR THE FIVE “RS” OF
SUCCEEDING IN 2023
Yes, I am a history major and
Santayana’s famous quote, “Those who
don’t learn from history are doomed to
repeat it,” has sometimes been my only
solace when considering the money
borrowed (and paid back) to achieve
a degree. In an age when almost
everyone seeks to attain a “computer
science” certificate of some type, we
history buffs are somewhat out of style.
But Santayana and his statement
are just as important today as when he
wrote it in the early 20th century. In our
industry, one merely needs to look back
to the 1970s, 2009 or last month to see
that history can be repetitive and most
folks don’t learn enough from the past.
Without delving into the current
political situation (which is a great
temptation to do), let’s look at how the
personal protective equipment (PPE)
situation has evolved. During 2020 and
parts of 2021, becoming an expert in
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the PPE arena enabled dealers to help
their communities and their bottom
lines when regular office solutions
items weren’t selling.
Some companies became importers
and even wholesalers for other
dealers to purchase from. In the short
term, this was a winning strategy for
many; but just like the “tulip bubble”
of 1634 (sorry: I had to show off my
historical background again), it sent
many of those same businesses into
decline or in some cases liquidation.
Overinvesting in PPE sales did not
work out for most dealers and many still
have “boatloads” of sanitizer left to sell.
In the present day, we have
absorbed nearly 20 percent inflation
in our industry this year; every dealer
is paying substantially more than they
did last year for their people; and
infrastructure is more expensive to
maintain and replace than ever before.
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Not a cheery thought! But history
teaches us that there are things we
can and must do to survive and even
thrive in 2023. I will provide a list for
those of you who are tired of reading
prose—and please let me know if you
would like to discuss any of these ideas
in more depth (at no cost or obligation
to you or your company).
Remember:
• If your company has been around
for a number of years, consider how
you reacted to adverse events in
the past.
• Maintaining your cash flow is always
job number #1.
• Who has been most loyal and
effective at their tasks in the past
(including employees, vendors and
wholesalers?) Work with them and
cut out those that cost you money or
energy.
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Review:
• How will this year’s sales/margins
end for your company and can you
survive or even grow from what is
left over?
• Are there ways to boost customer
loyalty, sales and margins
simultaneously? Join a peer group
or set up one if you don’t know of
one to share ideas about this and
other topics.
• Inflation is currently above 8
percent and gas prices will
probably rise after the elections, so
create an expense budget for 2023.
• How are your salespeople
performing? Set quotas
with positive and negative
reinforcements.
• From your sales in 2022, can you
make it in 2023 or should you sell?
Restructure:
• Is there anyone in sales or
administration you don’t need or
who isn’t carrying their “weight?”
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• Are there some items that you could
stock without adding overhead?
(Be careful not to stock too much
if you don’t already have a large
warehouse; and whatever you do,
don’t stock low-dollar items like
binder clips and products that
won’t make you at least $3 more
than purchasing them from a
wholesaler.)
• Could you cut down your number
of delivery days without losing
customers or are you serving
customers you shouldn’t serve even
through dropship?
Renew:
• Invest in marketing, technology and
new business opportunities.
• Grow your furniture, jan/san and
promotional sales by accessing
industry resources.
• Grow your business in cities,
counties, large companies and
non-profits by joining either AOPD
or EPIC.
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Realize:
• There are great opportunities out
there for your company in 2023. In
my opinion, there is no better time
to be in the distribution business
than right now—as long as you:
o Remember the past;
o Review your business;
o Restructure your company to
gain profitability; and
o Renew your commitment to invest
in your business for sustainable
growth.
In addition to serving as national sales
manager for AOPD, Tom Buxton,
founder and CEO of the InterBizGroup
consulting organization, works with
independent office products dealers
to help increase sales and profitability.
Tom is also the author of a book on
effective business development,
Dating the Gatekeeper.
For more information,
visit www.interbizgroup.com.
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Mara Gannon

THE FOUR PILLARS OF SUCCESSFUL

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING
Social media is one of the most
important tools in the marketing
toolbox. The four pillars of social media
marketing can seem intimidating
when you’re beginning to build your
business or organization’s social
presence. Where should you start?
Which platforms should you use? How
do you know what kinds of content
will resonate with your followers? The
good news is that once you get the
hang of things, these four pillars are
easy to keep track of—and the benefits
are long lasting. Let’s take a look at
each pillar individually and then see
how they all come together in this
comprehensive guide to successful
social media marketing.
Posting
With social media marketing, you
can post content; advertise your
products and services to existing and
prospective customers; establish
yourself as an expert in your industry;
and make connections with opinion
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leaders or influencers. Posting content
on social media is a great, low-cost
way to increase brand awareness and
humanize your business by providing
behind-the-scenes information about
what goes into running a company.
Posting unique content will also help
you establish yourself as an expert in
your industry and make connections
with influencers who might be
interested in collaborating with you for
projects or giving feedback on new
ideas.
With consistent posting, you can
offer unique insights into your brand,
which in turn encourages increased
engagement. And by using hashtags,
you allow yourself to be categorized
specifically, enabling users to find
you via a search if they have not yet
found you organically. Discovering
new and exciting accounts relevant to
specific search queries and interests
not only benefits the user, but can also
improve your chances of the algorithm
promoting you further.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Relationship building
Another important aspect of successful
marketing is building relationships.
You need to get your followers to
know, like and trust you enough for
them to want to follow your posts.
People buy from people they know
and trust, so it’s important to establish
a personal connection with your
potential audience. Posting on social
media channels is one way to do this;
however, it can be difficult if you don’t
have many followers or subscribers.
One way around this problem is to
follow other opinion leaders and clients
on their professional social media
channels, who in turn will follow you.
Think about LinkedIn: making a
connection with someone there will
increase the likelihood of them seeing
an article you wrote or a session
you moderated. This will increase
the number of eyes on your content,
resulting in the likelihood that someone
will follow you or subscribe, which
will increase the likelihood of them
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using your professional services or
purchasing your goods.
Targeted content
Targeted advertising allows brands
to show their products to consumers
based on what each brand knows
about the individual customer,
thus increasing brand awareness.
Demonstrating that you understand
what people need and want will create
and retain new customers who may not
have encountered your social media
presence before. You can generate
more leads, build remarking lists and
boost your social media following—all
from targeted content marketing. The
cost benefits are measurable and
scalable, allowing you to see how and
from where your marketing efforts are
reaping rewards.
Reporting
Analytics give you a sense of how your
efforts are paying off. They can help
you analyze why your posts or ads are
working and why your engagement
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is increasing or decreasing; and give
you the opportunity to make changes
accordingly. By using accurate data
reporting, you can adjust your strategy
to improve your awareness, profitability
and relationship building.
Social media gives you access to
specific information about the likes,
dislikes, habits, needs and digital
presence of customers and potential
customers. This information can help
you build a profile of what a potential
client looks like, which helps improve
your advertising. Eventually, you can
pinpoint the market so well you will get
a better return on investment when you
advertise.
Here are four key steps for effectively
using analytics and reporting:
• Identify what metric you want to
measure (e.g., engagement, clicks,
likes, reach).
• Select a measurement period (e.g.,
quarter, month, week).
• Set up the measurement plan
(i.e., how regularly you will take
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measurements).
• Create an analytics workflow that
supports all objectives.
Marketing and social media
It’s time to get social media savvy. If
you don’t already have a social media
presence, it is most assuredly time to
create one. But getting started can be
hard if you don’t know what to do or
how to get the word out. Fortunately,
there are professionals who specialize
in this sort of thing: social media
marketers. They use platforms like
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram
and TikTok for marketing purposes,
and often offer a variety of services
such as creating posts and ads,
reporting on how your campaign is
doing and more. Find the team that
works best for you and watch your
business and brand awareness soar.
Mara Gannon is content marketing
manager at Fortune Web Marketing.
To learn more,visit
www.fortunewebmarketing.com.
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By Troy Harrison

THE INVERSE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN PRICE AND SELLING SKILL
Sometimes I get concerned about the
state of the great profession of selling.
Specifically, I worry that the average
salesperson is less invested in their
profession and less skilled than the
average salesperson of a couple of
decades ago. Let me tell you why.
More and more, I see “cheap price”
substituted for “selling skills.”
I started my sales career selling new
cars in Topeka, Kansas, in 1990. At
first, I wasn’t very good, as you would
expect. But although the environment
was pretty cut-throat, I worked hard
at developing my skills. I listened to
a set of tapes that the dealership had
(lousy). I went to a car sales training
school (not much better). But then I
started reading sales books. Some of
those were car oriented (Customers
for Life, by Carl Sewell, is still on my
bookshelf and one of the best sales
books I’ve ever read), and some were
not. What was interesting was this: I
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was surrounded by salespeople who
did the same. We bought sales books.
We read sales books. We traded sales
books around. And we worked hard at
getting better at our profession.
I’ve been interviewing candidates
for a client of mine. The role is a highly
paid position and is attracting mid- and
senior-level candidates. A question
I often ask is, “What’s the last sales
book you read?” Normally, the answer
is either a blank stare or an honest, “I
don’t read sales books.” “Okay,” I then
ask, “How do you develop your skills?”
Again, I get blank stares. I find this both
concerning and disappointing, and it
ties into the question I get asked the
most when I speak at conventions.
The most common subject I am
asked about is how to deal with price.
More specifically, it usually goes along
these lines: “Troy, I constantly have
a problem with customers taking my
(lower) price and using it to get their
INDEPENDENT DEALER

current supplier to drop to my price.
Then I don’t get the sale. How can I
protect myself from that?”
Pardon me while I sigh and roll my
eyes for a minute... Okay, I’m back—
here’s my answer. There’s a dirty little
secret in sales, and it’s this:
Customers buy from who they want
to buy from. If that’s not you, your
price doesn’t matter. If it is you, your
price might matter, but it’s far from
the only thing that does. If low prices
are your only sales tactic, you aren’t a
salesperson. Period.
“But Troy, all my customers care
about is a low price!” salespeople wail.
Utter nonsense. If everyone was paying
the absolute lowest price possible for
everything, there would only be one
provider of any given service in any
given market. Before you think about
allowing your salespeople to offer “the
cheapest price,” ask yourself these
questions:
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• Has your salesperson asked and
understood the customer’s definition
of success for the purchase?
• Has your salesperson shown them
how you can solve their needs and
achieve this success?
• Has the customer agreed that you
can achieve their success?
• Has your salesperson got the
customer to explain how they see an
advantage in buying from you?
If your salespeople aren’t doing
these things, they aren’t positioning
themselves to truly “win” the sale.
They’re cranking out a quote and
hoping that it’s good enough. And then
they’re probably complaining that the
prospect took your price to the supplier
that they wanted to buy from all along,
since you didn’t persuade them that
they would achieve a better result by
buying from you instead.
Entirely too many salespeople ask
a few rote questions trying to find a
common problem in their industry and
then fire off a proposal figuring this
will make the sale. Most of the time it
doesn’t. It’s lazy and unskilled selling.
So, how does this tie back to my
original point about sales books?
Simple. The salespeople who take the
time to reinvest in themselves, their
skills and their careers are seldom
the ones who ask me price-based
questions. That’s because they
understand how to ask great questions,
how to make great presentations and
how to position themselves to truly
win sales. If your people are getting
wrapped around the axle about price
all the time (or even if they aren’t),
maybe it’s time for them to get serious
about this great profession of ours.
Read books.
Watch videos.
Read articles.
Get SERIOUS about the art, science
and skill of selling.

new question. Maybe it’s presenting
in a different way. Your customers
will tell you—quickly—what works and
what doesn’t.
You can drive this as a manager.
Here are some easy ways to do it:
• Assign reading and reporting. Or
better yet, assign training. Pick a
salesperson every week and have
them find a sales article that speaks
to an issue they are dealing with.
Then have them present it to the
team and train on the key concept
in the article. This can be even
better than you driving their training.
• Have salespeople come up with
one new question to ask customers
each meeting. Try them out in
actual sales calls and report on the
results the following week. You’ll
end up with a great master list of
questions.
• When salespeople come to you
asking for a price discount, make
them give you—specifically—two
reasons why the customer said they
would prefer to buy from you. If they
can’t do that—no discount.

• This might be the most important.
Say NO to bad deals. Period. Even
if the salesperson comes in with a
signed contract, if the deal is bad,
make them go back and get more
money. This is a painful experience
for a salesperson and they don’t like
to repeat it. If you say no to a bad
deal twice, that salesperson will train
themselves to get better pricing.
As I stated in the beginning, if your
team isn’t skilled, you’ll have to use
giveaway pricing to get business. Why
not build their skills instead? Create a
culture of sales skill improvement and
your job will be more profitable and
more fun.
Troy Harrison is the author of Sell Like
You Mean It! and The Pocket Sales
Manager, and a speaker, consultant
and sales navigator. He helps
companies build more profitable and
productive sales forces. To schedule
a free 45-minute sales strategy review,
call 913-645-3603 or email Troy@
TroyHarrison.com.

From their learning, try one new skill
per week. Maybe it’s coming up with a
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Marisa Pensa

10 GOLDEN NUGGETS
FROM OUR PANELISTS
ON RECRUITING AND
RETAINING THE BEST
SALES PROFESSIONALS
By Marisa Pensa

One of the most significant growth
challenges facing business leaders
is hiring and retaining sufficient
sales talent—especially as the sales
landscape continues to evolve.
During our recent panel discussion
at Industry Week in Las Vegas, we
tackled this topic with the help of a
great panel who shared their thoughts
on how to keep staff engaged,
motivated and productive, as well as
what it takes to attract the best of the
best employees.
We’ve curated 10 golden nuggets
from our discussion to share in the
hope that they will help you as you
continue to grow your dealership,
retain top sales talent and become
more successful with all of your
employees.
• Stay ahead of hiring by recruiting
proactively. Even if a position isn’t
open, building a network of talent
you can tap into when the timing is
right will help you save time, money
and energy.
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• When going through the interview
process, it’s helpful to have multiple
people involved in evaluating
candidates. Different people bring
different perspectives and a unique
discernment to the process. Even
for smaller dealers, you each have
a special eye for the skills and
disciplines needed to succeed in the
role you’re looking to fill.
• On the flipside, allowing candidates
to speak with multiple people
throughout the organization gives
them an opportunity to get a clear
look into the company culture, as
well as who they’ll be working for
and who they could see themselves
becoming friends with.
• During the interview process, ask
a question that will get candidates
talking about what they do in their
free time. This will help open up the
conversation: you’ll hear about what
truly excites them and what they are
passionate about. Gaining this type
of insight about someone can help
you better understand them and
what makes them tick.
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• Create an open environment
where everyone feels they have an
opportunity to let their voices be
heard.
• Sprinkle in fun and team activities
whenever possible.
• Be open to having conversations
about pay and promotions.
• Allow flexibility with work schedules.
This may sound obvious in today’s
environment, but our panelists
took it one step further. Encourage
flexibility. Go to the baseball game;
don’t miss the play; attend the school
function. We hire people we know
will do their job well, regardless of
when they are working.
• Be transparent about expectations
around sales performance, behavior
and accountability.
• Provide a clear path to achieving
career growth within the company.
Whether that’s learning and
development or a mentorship with
a senior member of the team, it’s
important to show new hires there is
a way to grow within the company.
Whether you’re a sales leader or a
hiring manager, your job has only just
begun once you’ve found and hired the
perfect person.
Building, maintaining and growing a
sales team is hard work. It takes time,
patience and planning to hire the right
people, inspire them to give their very
best and ensure they have the right
tools and resources for success.
Thank you to our panelists—Vicki
Tautenhan, H.B. Macey, Ed McCoy
and Chip Miceli—for the great ideas
and willingness to pass on these
golden nuggets.
Marisa Pensa is founder of Methods
in Motion, a sales training company
that helps dealers execute training
concepts and create accountability
to see both inside and outside sales
initiatives through to success.
For more information, please visit
www.methodsnmotion.com.
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What if you could save 30% on
health insurance for your business?
MAYBE IT'S TIME FOR A CHANGE.

MEMBERS RECIEVED

$750K

IN PREMIUM REFUNDS

Receive essential benefits at lower cost to you.
Customizable plans that fit your business and employee needs
National guaranteed issue rates with 0 deductible
Receive up to 80% of premium refunds
Virtual medicine program as low as 16 a month

"We were pleasantly surprised at how affordable it was, which
made this program a great financial decision for us."
-Member Company

GET A QUOTE
Visit mdp.issa.com or call 847-982-3455.
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NOT A SUBSCRIBER?
Sign Up Now
NOT AN ADVERTISER?
Start Next Month
GOT AN ARTICLE IDEA?
We Want To Hear About It.
Call Rowan
(703) 531-8507
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